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Looking to fill an opening for a company that takes pride in there work, 
Participated in a comprehensive painter apprenticeship program encompassing 
accepted surface preparation and coating methods and techniques, Paint interior 
and exterior walls - Finished jobs that were close to being done Accomplishments -
Taught me that a job can't always be close to home -.

NOVEMBER 2002 – SEPTEMBER 2004
ASSISTANT PAINTER APPRENTICE I - ABC CORPORATION

 Assisted co-workers complete commercial jobs.
 Received certifications in CPR/FIRST AID, scissor and boom lift operation, and 

gained experience to be proficient in the painting trade.
 Learned safety procedures, painting applications from cutting and rolling to 

spraying products like zolatone in hospitals with a conventional sprayer.
 Completed the training and was certified a journyman painter.
 Used cutting and rolling, airless, H.V.L.P, conventional, smooth wall, textured 

walls, mill work, dtm paints, 2 part epoxy finishes, sanding, minor drywall 
hanging and taping and repair.

 Used abilities to complete tasks requested in a timely manner.
 Assisted in redesign of the new school color Painted multiple school floors and 

rooms Skill Bilingual Technical Support (Computers) Abstract Drawing.

1999 – 2002
PAINTER APPRENTICE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Prep.
 Repair Skills Used Hard labor.
 Scrape/paint/sand blast.
 Painters Apprentice, General Laborer.
 Prep.Sand.Tape.Paint (Sprayer,Brush), Extra Help On Large Projects Stanford 

University Project.
 Worked as a team to meet project deadlines.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 

current role.

EDUCATION

G.E.D in High school equivalency - 1996(gehrte heinz learning center - Shelton, 
WA)
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SKILLS

Basic Hand Tools, Power Tools, Welding, Plasma Cutter, Customer Service, Delivery.
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